Clusters consisting of small molecules containing hydrogen do eject fast protons when illuminated by short X-ray pulses. A suitable overall charging of the cluster controlled by the X-ray intensity induces electron migration from the surface to the bulk leading to efficient segregation of the protons and to a globally hindered explosion of the heavy atoms even outside the screened volume. We investigate this peculiar effect systematically along the iso-electronic sequence of methane over ammonia and water to the atomic limit of neon as a reference. In contrast to core-shell systems where the outer shell is sacrificed to reduce radiation damage, the intricate proton dynamics of hydride clusters allows one to keep the entire backbone of heavy atoms intact. 32.80.Aa, 33.80.Eh, 79.77.+g Composite clusters consisting of different atomic or molecular species can have surprising dynamical properties under intense light pulses. This has been demonstrated for so called core-shell systems where the corecluster is formed by one sort of atoms and the hull by another one [1] [2] [3] . A quite spectacular effect was predicted [4] and experimentally verified [5] for helium-embedded rare-gas clusters which absorb near-infrared photons extremely efficiently [4] . For this to happen the core material must have a lower ionization potential than the hull which together, with a spatially preferred region of ionization due to the polarization of the light generates an anisotropic electron plasma which can be resonant with the laser frequency for a long time. Seed atoms with a lower ionization potential than the rest of the material are probably also responsible for a dramatic enhancement of light absorption in rare-gas clusters "contaminated" by a very small fraction (of a few percent) of water [6] .
Composite clusters consisting of different atomic or molecular species can have surprising dynamical properties under intense light pulses. This has been demonstrated for so called core-shell systems where the corecluster is formed by one sort of atoms and the hull by another one [1] [2] [3] . A quite spectacular effect was predicted [4] and experimentally verified [5] for helium-embedded rare-gas clusters which absorb near-infrared photons extremely efficiently [4] . For this to happen the core material must have a lower ionization potential than the hull which together, with a spatially preferred region of ionization due to the polarization of the light generates an anisotropic electron plasma which can be resonant with the laser frequency for a long time. Seed atoms with a lower ionization potential than the rest of the material are probably also responsible for a dramatic enhancement of light absorption in rare-gas clusters "contaminated" by a very small fraction (of a few percent) of water [6] .
Here, we investigate a completely different kind of composite clusters, namely "heavy-light" systems composed of hydride molecules. To be specific, we will concentrate on the iso-electronic sequence of methane (CH 4 ), ammonia (NH 3 ) and water (H 2 O) clusters, augmented by the "atomic limit" of neon clusters. Apart from being genuinely interesting in the context of composite clusters, these systems contain the elements hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen, omnipresent in organic molecules. A detailed understanding of their dynamics in strong X-ray pulses provides valuable information to realize coherent diffractive imaging with single molecules [7] in the future.
Protonated large systems can eject fast protons upon energy absorption from X-ray pulses [8, 9] . As we will demonstrate here, the proton loss provides an effective additional channel to release the absorbed energy and acquired charge as compared to systems which do not contain protons with intriguing consequences: (i) The nano-plasma from trapped electrons is much cooler than in pristine clusters without hydrogen but the same number of heavy atoms. (ii) The proton ejection dynamics exhibits universal features along the iso-electronic hydrides but very different from the iso-electronic atomic cluster. (iii) The probably most surprising effect is a dynamically induced segregation of heavy ions and protons for which field ionization [10] plays a prominent role. It is very different from simplified models for multicomponent Coulomb explosion [11] . The dynamical segregation occurs in an experimentally relevant intensity window I ∼ 10 17 . . . 10 18 W/cm 2 where the heavy atoms (C, N or O) emerge as neutrals despite substantial energy deposition by the laser pulse. This is in sharp contrast to pristine clusters composed out of C, N 2 or O 2 which Coulomb explode with multiply charged ions for a comparable total charging.
Our theoretical description relies on a mixed quantumclassical approach. Electrons and ions are treated as classical particles and are propagated according to Newton's equations with all Coulomb interactions included [21] . Photo-ionization and Auger decay, i.e., the quantum electronic processes within the atoms or hydrides, are described by the appropriate rates and consistently integrated into the time-evolution of the charged particles through a Monte-Carlo realization [10, 12] . In the present study, we use X-ray pulses with a photon energy of ω = 1keV and a Gaussian temporal envelope with full-width-at-half-maximum of T = 10 fs and peak intensities I = 10 16 . . .10 19 W/cm 2 . The pulse lasts longer than Auger decays (cf. Table I ) but is still shorter than typical expansion times of the charged cluster. The probability for a photo-ionization event to happen between t and t+∆t for the j-th shell of the i-th atom or molecule in the cluster is given by
where I t = I exp(−4 ln 2(t/T ) 2 ) is the laser intensity at time t and σ j,i photo-ionization cross section for the neutral species with n e active electrons listed in Table I . If the jth shell has n v vacancies, P photo j,i is reduced by a factor χ = (n e − n v )/n e . Photons of a few-keV energy ionize mainly the K-shell (1s-orbitals) for the elements of the first row under consideration. In our test simulations for CH 4 less than 3 % of the photo-electrons come from the valence shell at peak intensities I ≈ 10 19 W/cm 2 . Hence, for the sake of simplicity, all results presented have been obtained with photo-ionizing exclusively Kshell electrons.
K-shell photo-ionization produces core-hole states which decay via Auger processes [16] with rates which may be amended by a charged environment [17] . For a given ion i, the transition probability from the state a to the state b via an Auger decay between time t and t+∆t is computed from the transition rate between the two configurations Γ ab i / according to Fermi's golden rule weighted with the appropriate number of available transition partners,
where n e is the total number of electrons able to take part in the transition, and n is the number of electrons occupying valence shells in the equivalent neutral species. A similar approach for the calculation of Auger transition rates has been independently developed [18] to describe water and methane molecules in intense X-ray lasers. Figure 1 illustrates the time evolution of characteristic parameters for an atomic cluster C 297 and a molecular cluster (CH 4 ) 297 under the influence of the laser pulse (yellow-shaded area). One sees immediately, that the dynamics of the pristine carbon cluster (dashed) and the methane cluster (solid) is completely different, where the difference in the observables is marked by grey arrows (at t ≈ 65 fs). The carbon atoms get successively charged through photo-ionization leading to more than 90 % carbon ions with the laser pulse of peak intensity I=10
18 W/cm 2 (Fig. 1a) . The cluster ions create a deep binding potential from which most Auger electrons cannot escape but form a nano-plasma. The maximum kinetic energy of the trapped electrons is limited by the depth of the cluster potential and the average kinetic energy (Fig. 1c, dashed) is indicative of the nano-plasma temperature. This is the normal behavior as well known from rare-gas clusters exposed to X-ray pulses [19, 20] .
The molecular cluster, however, does not follow this scheme: While initially similarly charged as in the pristine cluster, electrons recombine with the carbon ions in the methane cluster and carbon is in the end almost neutral on average (Fig. 1a, solid) . At the same time the kinetic energy of the trapped electrons and hence the temperature of the nano-plasma remains comparatively low (Fig. 1c, solid) . Both phenomena originate in the ejection of fast protons from the molecular cluster (see red line in Fig. 1b) .
Although the carbon K-shells are initially photoionized, the charge distribution of the doubly-charged methane after Auger decay is such that the carbon ion is screened and the positive charge is dominantly localized on two hydrogen atoms which are likely to be ejected from the entire cluster as protons. These protons take away the excess positive charge created by photo-ionization which is of course not possible in the pristine carbon cluster. The remaining positive charge in the cluster is small giving rise to a weak potential which can only trap low-energy electrons. Therefore, the temperature of the nano-plasma is by a factor of four smaller than for the pure carbon cluster after t ≈ 65 fs (grey arrow); this holds true also for the Coulomb explosion of the carbon ions (Fig. 1b) with the charging of the carbon ions even more dramatically reduced, almost by an order of magnitude (Fig. 1a) .
One may expect that the absolute difference in velocity of heavy and light ions gets larger with increasing intensity and therefore higher charging of the cluster. Figure  2 , however, reveals that the ratio of the kinetic energy for the fastest heavy ion E max , relative to the energy of all ions E tot , exhibits a non-monotonic behavior as a function of photons absorbed n ω with a dip at a critical number n * ω . The latter depends moderately on the species considered, as can be seen in Fig. 2 , but is otherwise a universal feature of hydride clusters in obvious contrast to the iso-electronic neon cluster.
The dip in the curves of Fig. 2 for the hydrides clusters indicates a dynamical segregation of protons and heavy ions as can be seen in Fig. 3 , where a more global quantity, namely the ratio of the average energy of all protons versus that of all heavy ions (X = O, N, C)
is shown as a function of peak laser intensity I. Again, one sees a qualitatively identical behavior of all three hydrides with a maximal segregation at a well defined intensity although the three hydrides differ in their respective ionization energy for the 1s electrons, Auger rates and photo-ionization cross sections listed in Table I . Hereby the shift of the peak positions is to a large extent due to the different photo-ionization cross sections. While the total charge yields and particle-averaged kinetic energies have revealed the proton segregation, more differential analysis is needed to clarify wether this segregation is a local effect due to the heavy-light character of the hydride molecules or wether the segregation is a consequence of the cluster nature of the entire system. To Fig. 4a ) similarly as for the fully microscopic calculations for hydride clusters in Fig. 3 .
It is the dependence of the final energy of an ion on its initial (radial) position r in the cluster (shown in Fig. 4b  and 4c ) which reveals the mechanism behind the heavylight ion segregation. In region A as well as in region C protons and heavy ions originate from all initial positions in the cluster with an increasing energy towards the surface. The mean kinetic energy is larger in C than in A due to the stronger charging, but heavy-light segregation does not take place in either of the two regions. In region B, however, the charging Q is sufficiently strong to trigger field ionization of surface ions, as it has been discovered for homogeneous clusters [10] . As a consequence, one expects the cluster core to be screened by the field ionized electrons up to the radius indicated by a black line in Fig. 4b, c . However, the protons in the hydrides cluster core are light enough (or more precise: have a sufficiently large charge-to-mass ratio) to have started moving before the repelling forces are compensated by the screening electrons. Hence, protons leave the cluster core and as a result the surplus of screening electrons prevents heavy ions in the surface layer even beyond the screening radius of a homogeneous cluster from exploding. In contrast, protons escape with high final energy from the surface layer.
In region C the initial charge Q further increases which weakens the screening effect through field ionized electrons for two reasons. Firstly, the fraction of screening electrons available versus initial charge Q decreases. Secondly, the temperature of the screening electrons is higher than in B due to the deepening of the trapping potential with increasing Q. Hence, the surface layer does no longer form efficiently and a Coulomb explosion as in region A, although more violently, results. We may conclude that heavy-light segregation is not a local effect of heavy-light molecules. Rather, it happens in a surface layer of the heterogeneous cluster triggered by field ionization.
Having established the phenomenon of proton segregation in hydride clusters, its origin and its universal features theoretically, the question remains which kind of observable consequences the segregation has. We do expect a much lower charging of heavy ions as compared to the pristine cluster of the heavy-atom species (C, N or O). This is indeed the case as can be seen in Fig. 5 . For low intensities most carbon atoms remain neutral in the pristine as well as in the hydride cluster. This changes drastically for intermediate intensities of about 10 18 W/cm 2 , where the fraction of neutral carbon atoms surviving the light pulse illumination is small in the pristine cluster. In the hydride cluster, one the other hand, about 80 % neutral heavy atoms result from recombination with the cold electrons after proton segregation in the surface layer which has been fully charged due to efficient field ionization. For higher intensities, we expect the proton segregation to cease (see Fig. 2 ) and as a consequence similar charge spectra for the pristine and the hydride cluster. This is indeed true with respect to a vanishing yield of neutral atoms. The form of the charge distribution is still somewhat different.
What clearly emerges from Figs. 2 and 3 is the sensitivity of the proton ejection and consequently the charge distribution of the heavy ions on the intensity. Figure 5 demonstrates that significantly lower charging of the carbon ions remains a signature for electron-induced segregation.
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